Credit Union Round 2 – All Ireland Qualifier
Crumlin 27th February 2016
ROUND 1
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

What colour is Kermit the Frog? green
What is the capital of Germany? Berlin
The S6 smartphone was launched by what company in 2015? Samsung
What ‘I’ signifies if a driver is turning right or left. Indicator
What is the highest number on the PH scale? 14
In ‘Matilda’, who was forced to eat chocolate cake by Ms Trunchbull?
Bruce
ROUND 2

1) What is the name of a long river and a shopping website? Amazon
2) Who played Harry Potter in all 8 films? Radcliffe
3) What is the name of a reinforced underground shelte. The word is also
used in golf? Bunker
4) Who is the manager of the Dublin Senior football team? Gavin
5) What French word beginning with ‘J’ describes food cut into
matchsticks? Julienne
6) What company has sponsored the BT Young Scientist Exhibition for the
last 15 years? BT
ROUND 3
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Zane Malik broke up with which member of Little Mix? Peri
What ‘N’ bread is served in Indian restaurants? Naan
What ‘S’ do doctors use to check somebodies heartbeat? Stethoscope
What does the ‘A’ in AGM stand for? Annual
What is the surname of an animated movie character and is also a word
to describe 9 trillion kilometres? Lightyear
6) Where is Legoland? Denmark

ROUND 4
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What Munster Rugby player recently retired? O’Connell
In which city are the UN headquarters? NY
Name the car in Back to the Future. De Lorean
What is the currency used in Denmark. Krone
What type of bomb beginning with H did North Korea recently test?
Hydrogen
ROUND 5

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The _____ Dinosaur (movie). Good
How many numbered segments are on a dartboard? 20
Who was the servant/butler in the Addams Family? Lurch
What ‘F’ is a wheel in an amusement park? Ferris
What US city in Tennessee has the country music Hall of Fame?
Nashville
6) What British astronaut has the initials T.P? Tim Peak
ROUND 6
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

What is half of a sphere? Hemisphere
What is the alphabetical first county of Ireland? Antrim
What is it called in chess when the king is trapped? checkmate
Who sings Wagon Wheel? Denver
Which of the Neville brothers manages Valencia? Gary
Which island gives its name to a cat with no tail? Man
ROUND 7

1)
2)
3)
4)

What is a snake/vampire’s long pointed tooth called? fang
How many squares are on one face of a Rubik’s Cube? 9
What part of his body did Shane McGowan have repaired? teeth
What spice shares its name with dribbling a ball through the opponent’s
legs? nutmeg
5) In roulette, what colour is 0? green
6) What ‘P’ is the leading character in a play or a novel? Protagonist

ROUND 8
1)
2)
3)
4)

How many days are in February this year? 29
What Irish airline had a turnover of over 100 million last year? ryanair
What is Victoria Beckham’s maiden name? Adams
What do you call a bright light shot from a gun/ trousers with wide
legs? flare
5) What does a conductor hold to conduct an orchestra? baton
6) What ‘R’ means the killing of a monarch? regicide
ROUND 9
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What makes the heart grow fonder? absence
What colour is the stallion on the Ferrari logo? black
Rearrange SWAECH to create a nut. cashew
Name the winner of Strictly Come Dancing in 2015? McGuinness
If you are Nori in a Japanese restaurant what would you be eating?
Seaweed
6) What are the guards called in the Tower of London beginning with ‘B’?
beefeater
ROUND 10
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

What is the name of Spongebob’s pet snail? gary
What dance has light and graceful movement? ballet
What footballer did Christine Bleakley marry? Lampard
The UNCHCR is the UN High Commission for ____? Refugees
What C is a V shaped stripe a sergeant might wear? chevron
Which S is your breastbone? sternum
ROUND 11

1) Used to straighten teeth/hold up trousers? brace
2) How many degrees are in an angle of an equilateral triangle? 60
3) Two states of USA begin with the letter V. Vermont is one. What is the
other? Virginia
4) What name is given to a stamp collector? philatelist
5) Which president appears on the purple heart medal? Washington
6) What country has a green cedar tree on its flag? Lebanon

